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HISTOLOGY, MICROSCOPY AND STAINING

EUROTUBO® slides 
Standard size: 26 x 76 mm (± 0.2 mm)
Thickness: 1.1 mm (± 0.1 mm)
Clear, pre-washed glass. Ideal for routine analysis.

Displayed in cases of 50 units.
Each case is vacuum flow-packed to protect them from dirtiness.
Each case includes a bag of silica salt. With improved matte band for greater 
comfort of use: it offers better writing and prevents the slides from sticking 
together.

Available with polished or cut edges of 45º and 90º. 
Expiry date: 24 months.

EUROTUBO® cover slides
Standard size: Different according each model. (Please check the table below)
Thickness: 0.145 mm (± 0,015 mm)
Clear, pre-washed glass. 
Specific use: protection of the sample and lens.

Supplied in cases of a hundred or two hundred units (depending on the code).
Each case includes a bag of silica salt, and is supplied vacuum in tropical pack. 
Easy opening, no need for scissors. New improved box which minimize the risk 
of pack breakage and ensure a better lock.

code dimensions
mm

case
quantity

case
weight

case
volume

D101818 18 x 18 5 x 200 0.30 0.0012

D102020 20 x 20 5 x 200 0.33 0.0011

D102222 22 x 22 5 x 200 0.37 0.0012

D102240 22 x 40 10 x 100 0.65 0.0016

D102424 24 x 24 5 x 200 0.41 0.0011

D102432 24 x 32 10 x 100 0.63 0.0017

D102440 24 x 40 10 x 100 0.68 0.0017

D102450 24 x 50 10 x 100 0.79 0.0017

D102460 24 x 60 10 x 100 0.89 0.0017

code edges corners matt 
area

case
quantity

case
weight

case
volume

A D100001 cut 90º no clipped no 50 x 50 14.25 0.014

B D100002 grounded 45º clipped no 50 x 50 14.20 0.010

C D100003 cut 90º no clipped yes 50 x 50 14.25 0.014

D D100004 grounded 45º clipped yes 50 x 50 14.25 0.014

E D100005 grounded 90º no clipped no 50 x 50 14.20 0.014

F D100006 grounded 90º no clipped yes 50 x 50 14.20 0.014
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STAR FROST® ADHESIVE slides 
Standard size: 26 x 76 mm (± 1 mm). 
Thickness: 1 mm (± 0,05 mm). Made in Germany. 
High definition, pre-washed glass. 
Hydrofophobic. No stain residues, no proteins in the surface.
Marking area: Feature a white, 20 mm. This special printed area is resistant to 
all common chemicals used in the laboratories, and may be marked with pencil, 
ballpoint pen, marker and different laboratory-printers (e.g. Leica XPS). Thanks 
to the single side printing the user always knows the best surface to be used.
Made in Germany.
StarFrost® Adhesive slides do not show striae and disturbing background 
staining such as the blue or red background obtained with Haematoxylin and 
Eosin-staining of tissues on Albumin coated glass, or the brown background 
obtained during the Immunoperoxidase or In-situ-DNS-Hybridisation process.  
They are ideal for molecular-hybridization, as being DNASe and RNAse free there 
is no need of washing them with chromic-acid.
Available with ground edges 90º.
Supplied in boxes of 50 units.
Final package (20 boxes) by tropical pack.
Conforms with ISO 8037/1 (european standard). Expiry date: 14 months. 

STAR FROST® slides
Standard size: 26 x 76 mm (± 1 mm). Made in Germany.
Thickness: 1 mm.
High definition, pre-washed glass. 
Hydrofophilic (epoxy). 
Feature a colour-coded, 20 mm marking area.
This special colour-printed area is resistant to all common chemicals used in the 
laboratories, and may be marked with pencil, ballpoint pen, marker and different 
laboratory-printers (e.g. Leica XPS). Thanks to the single side printing the user 
always knows the best surface to be used.

Ground edges at 45º (angle) and clipped corners. 
Supplied in boxes of 50 units. 
Final package (20 boxes) by tropical pack. Expiry date: 14 months. 

TROPICAL PACK:
Aluminium film designed to protect slides 
from humidity.

code edges corners case
quantity

case
weight

case
volume

A100018 grounded 90º no clipped 20 x 50 5.02 0.004

A100019 grounded 45º clipped 20 x 50 4.98 0.004

code strip colour case
quantity

case
weight

case
volume

A100010 white 20 x 50 4.94 0.003

A100011 green 20 x 50 4.98 0.004

A100013 blue 20 x 50 4.94 0.004

A100014 yellow 20 x 50 4.94 0.003

Star Frost® Adhesive slides are treated with silane-coating, which ensures 
cell-and-tissue-adhesion and supports the forming of covalent bonds 
between the tissue and the glass surface through electrostatic attraction. 
So tissue and cell substrates stick rapidly on the surface without using 
further adhesives or protein coating media, saving costs and time. As the 
underside is untreated, the Star Frost® Adhesive slides do not tend to stick 
when stacked or transported as with other competitive products. 
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